FOR PRE-HEALTH
We Care About Student Success. Just Like You.
Picmonic is a radically diﬀerent visual learning approach that engages students better than textbooks. Through
unforgettable stories and characters that form durable mental scaﬀoldings, student learning outcomes increase,
helping nurture students who excel in school and are fully prepared for the Medical College Admission Test®
(MCAT®), Pharmacy College Admission Test (PCAT®), Dental Admission Test (DAT®), and nursing school entrance
exams (e.g., ATI TEAS®).

Engaged Students
Excel
Our vast library aligns with
your curriculum so educators
can quickly add Picmonics to
lecture slides or assign
material for review. Students
come to class more
prepared, remembering the
critical knowledge required
to pass exams.

Better Insights,
Better Outcomes
The Faculty Analytics
Dashboard allows for easy
tracking of student progress
by time or subject. This
built-in low-stakes
assessment can be used as
an intervention tool for
struggling students.

Valuable Time-Saving
Tool for Educators
Easily integrates with Learning
Management System apps for
Canvas, Blackboard, Moodle,
and D2L Brightspace, while
oﬀering single sign-on and
automated grade book data
syncing.

Eﬃcient and Highly Eﬀective.
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2-3 Minute Mnemonic Videos
Thousands of Multiple-Choice Questions
and Adaptive Daily Quizzes
Built-In Spaced Repetition
Consistent Characters
Customizable Content
Mobile Apps

Read the IRB-approved research study.

Students who used

1 Million

Healthcare
Student
Users

Picmonic
saw up to

50% Increase
in exam scores after
one week
&

331% Increase
in long-term retention
of high-yield information.

FOR PRE-HEALTH
Comprehensive. Convenient. Engaging.
100+ High-Yield Topics Covering 1,000+ Hardest to Remember Facts

Entrance Exams

Anatomy
(50+ videos)

Biochemistry
& Genetics
(30+ videos)

Human
Physiology
(60+ videos)

MCAT
PCAT
DAT
ATI TEAS

Psychology
(30+ videos)

What Pre-Health Students are Saying
The true power of Picmonic becomes
evident when I’m able to accomplish
hours worth of studying in a fraction
of the time. Picmonic takes the
phrase “high yield studying” to the
next level.

I am a visual learner and truly found
Picmonic helpful, so I can give honest
testimony to how great it is and how
much it helped me. I honestly believe I
may not have passed Pharmacology
without it.”

- Avram
Creighton University

- Josephine Taylor, Pre-Health Student
Texas Nursing Student Association

Features for Educators
With premium access, educators can
evaluate then integrate Picmonic’s video-quiz
lessons into their curriculum, helping to
engage students and providing a valuable
time-saving early intervention tool.

Available on web,
mobile, and through your
Learning Management
System

Visit us at tetondata.com/product-picmonic

Contact Us
theteam@tetondata.com | (800) 901-5494

